White, prof censured for releasing pay lists

By S. A. SMITH

A member of the MICH board of trustees at a public meeting last week said that the board of trustees had imposed new restrictions on the publication of the pay-roll list.

The board's action was taken in response to a request from the faculty, which had been seeking to have the pay-roll list published for several years.

The new restrictions include:
- The pay-roll list will be published only once a year.
- The list will be published only after approval by the faculty.
- The list will not include any identifying information about individual faculty members.

These changes were made in an attempt to protect the privacy of individual faculty members.

The board of trustees also noted that the pay-roll list had historically been a source of conflict and tension, and that the new restrictions were intended to address these concerns.

The board also acknowledged the importance of transparency in university governance, and noted that the pay-roll list had been a source of information for faculty and students for many years.

E. Pakistani independence urged

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi on Sunday promised to take all necessary steps to ensure the peaceful transfer of power to the East Pakistan movement, which has been campaigning for independence.

"It is the will of the people of East Pakistan that they should be given the right to decide their own future," she said.

The East Pakistan movement, led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, has been fighting for independence from Pakistan since 1971.

Nixon accepts bill for back pay hikes

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Richard Nixon signed a bill Sunday that will provide raises for federal employees, including those in the White House.

"It is the will of the people of East Pakistan that they should be given the right to decide their own future," she said.

The East Pakistan movement, led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, has been fighting for independence from Pakistan since 1971.

The bill, which was passed by Congress last week, will give federal employees a 10% pay raise, retroactive to March 1, 1974.

The legislation, which was supported by both Republicans and Democrats, was seen as an attempt to address the growing discontent among federal workers.

"This bill is a down payment on the issues that matter to the American people," Nixon said.

The White House released a statement saying that the president was pleased with the bipartisan support for the bill.

Senator votes to exempt textbooks from sales sales

By RONALD CARTER

The Michigan Senate on Tuesday passed a bill that would exempt sales of textbooks from the state sales tax.
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Russian pannent on Mars

The Russian Mars 2 spacecraft fired a capsule containing a hammer and small penguin to the surface of Mars and went into orbit around the planet, Tass reported Tuesday. The Soviet Union thus became the first nation to launch a space probe on Mars.

The news agency said the salvaged craft started at 3:48 EST Saturday and went into an orbit with a maximum distance of 2,616 miles and a minimum distance of 555 miles. It gave no indication whether Mars 2 was taking pictures or would try to land.

The Soviet Union and the United States agreed earlier this month to cooperate on a joint mission to Mars.

Institute urges elimination

The United States dumped about 90,000 tons of chemicals, largely defoliant, over Vietnam between 1965 and 1970, an independent peace research organization said Tuesday in Stockholm, Sweden.

In an extensive report on chemical and biological weapons, the Swedish International Peace Research Institute said the risk is growing that such weapons, relatively cheap and easy to use, could be used for mass destruction unless effectively eliminated. It urged the United States and the Soviet Union to resolve their differences and seek a comprehensive disarmament treaty on chemical and biological weapons.

Thieu visits Cambodia

President Nguyen Van Thieu flew into eastern Cambodia Tuesday for a look at the three-day-old revolution there by 25,000 South Vietnamese forces.

At almost the same time, South Vietnamese paratroopers lifted 300 government parachutists onto the landing zone near Dui Br, about 20 miles from Phnom Penh.

Associated Press correspondents Roan Minh Trinh reported that E. U. bombers and South Vietnamese fighters-bombers softened up the landing zone before the combat jump. The parachutists encountered no resistance.

Nixon, Trudeau to confer

President Nixon and Canada's Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau will meet in Washington on Dec. 6 for consultations prior to Nixon's Peking trip, the White House announced Tuesday. Trudeau thus will be the first of the allied leaders Nixon is to visit in his series of state visits at weekly intervals through December and into January.

Jerry Rape found guilty

Jerry Rape, the first person to go on trial in connection with the dark days of Vietnam last year, was found guilty Tuesday in Traverse City, Oho, of interfering with justice.

The jury, after deliberating eight hours, was hung on three other charges: armed robbery, first-degree, and assaulting a firearm.

The charges stemmed from a fire on the campus the night of May 2 which consumed the school's ROTC building. The state university police department that Rape set the fire and "participated in the fire" was sued by a persons who assasinated a firearm and chopped fire."".

Elderly allotted meals

The Senate approved Tuesday a federally financed meal program for the elderly at a cost of $250 million for two years.

The measure, passed 88-0, provides $100 million in fiscal 1973 and $150 million in fiscal 1974 to be

With the eyes of drug squad

Proposed youth court will seek legal advice

WASHINGTON (AP) - A coalition of youth leaders announced Tuesday plans to seek legal advice in order to prevent the use of arrests as a means of gaining influence in the major political parties.

Dr. Joseph P. Draper, president of the National Association of State Government, said the movement to be deepened at an Emergency Conference for New Yorkers in Chicago the weekend of April 29 to 30 in order to escape the ravages of drugs and Woman's Cancer.

The purpose, Draper said, would be to minimize their strength in the 1973 presidential convention.

Meanwhile, the Youth Action Network, the major coordinating group of the organizations representing the 800,000 to 20,000 year-old voters, announced it would spend $400,000 to continue the work of the 1972 presidential convention.

Draper said a priority concern of the youth groups is to ensure that their plans are implemented in any convention state as they have been imposed by the Democratic National Committee. There are several young people in 18-25 convention seats awarded to the party.

"We are committed to the principle that the political parties must be open and responsive to all citizens and that the presidential nominating conventions of those parties are to be open to all voters," Draper said.

Draper said he also urged the young people to keep in mind that Congress is being advised by the South Carolina's Draper, said, "But they try to head off the 14-year-old and student voting rights; they reject the Senator données conclusions for not recognizing leadership."
Fire alarm

As the fifth floor of West Hall's tail дан three feet past one of the 350 66x66s doors and a grace was
found, the fire, caused by a burning candle, was
insignificant for Andrea Dukas, Allison Park junior.
State News photo by Milton Hunt.

FROM 6-9 MONTHS
'U' to extend program

By MICHAEL FOX
State News Sports Writer

President Whitman announced Tuesday that the Presidency Program will be extended to six months instead of the six-month terms the fellows have been serving.

The change was made of the length of participation for the fellowships, which will consist of a graduate student through the end of May and a graduate student through the end of the fall semester. The current fellowships for classes ending in 1979.

The final group of fellows under the $75,000 Rockefeller Foundation grant will begin their fellowship next fall and end next May, through the 1972-73 academic year. Originally, the final group, due to have begun their eighteen-month fellowship in March and end in May, was scheduled to end in November.

"We have been very satisfied and greatly encouraged by the fellows, especially in the way in which they have taken place during the course of the fellowship for the individual fellows. However, our experience has led us to conclude that perhaps six months is not an optimum period of time for the fellowships," Whitman said.

"We hope that extending the fellowship period from six to nine months will provide for an even greater and more enriching experience for the fellows without unduly interrupting their research or career plans," he said.

The president's office announced that applications will be accepted for fellows for the fall semester. However, applications will be limited to students who might wish to apply for the 1972-73 fellowship. The deadline for applications is Jan. 1, 1972, with selection to take place during winter term.

The fellowship program offers an intimate in the administration for those selected. A stipend is offered, which will be increased to account for the extension from its six to nine months of fellowships.

In the case of $75,000 only several fellows, with the group meeting next fall and end in 1973, under the current funding program, which began in September, 1972, is considered a pioneering effort at developing fellowships and faculty with the internal of the administration.

Applicants to the program are provided by the fellowship stipend. An application and file in the administrative building plus other prerequisites.

Remember Bill Slack, the barber from the Head Shop, last spring term? Well, he's moved to Meridian Mall.

If you’re looking for a young, experienced barber who specializes in long hair (and who isn’t?), Bill is the man to see.

Call 369-2700 for an appointment. Joe (the barber who knows Bill Slack specifically) will help you get your head together.

Miss J gives three cheers for chinos in an army-style jacket and pants complete with flapped pockets, an all-weather olive coat, navy or khaki Forget-me-not. Sizes 5 to 13. Jacket, $111. Pant, $110.

with Jacky

Bill Slack will help you get your head together.
Peoples party move: insuring a Nixon win?

This past weekend the foundation for a fourth liberal-oriented political party was laid when the Peoples Party held an organizing convention with 200 people in 28 states participating. As yet there are no serious candidates in mind for ‘72, but the possibility of a Peoples party convention for the presidency is in at least some states seems strong. The political consequences of a move are obvious. A Peoples Party vote in ’72 would, in any event, be a Democrat by their definition. In states where the margin is close between Republican and Democratic candidates, a Peoples Party vote could be the deciding factor. In short, a significant Peoples Party turnout could destroy any chances the Democrats might have of reclaiming the White House in ’72.

The philosophical foundations of the establishment of the Peopel Party much coincide with the very existence of third and fourth political parties to some serious inadequacies within the two major political parties. The Republican and Democratic parties have shirked all issues of change in favor of the status quo.

The Bilderbergs at this moment standing at arms length to the Peoples Party. The Democrats immediately met their party urges demands of an end to racial discrimination in local party affairs have gathered in the Wallace camp.

Letter may be addressed to Dr. Riddick at the MCHSE Center, 545 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti, Mich. or written a personal reply may be expected.
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Beady fits

John Vincent Price, of Tomsen, Pa., shot a black bear during Pennsylvania's bear-hunting season and then had the problem of transporting it. He stored it in the front trunk of his compact car and headed home.

WASHINGTON

Wharton tells plan for filling vacancy

By MICHAEL FOX

State News Staff Writer

President Nixon announced Tuesday afternoon that the special rating commission on student youth violence will consist of nine members, four of whom will be students. The announcement of the formal recommendations made to him is expected any time now. The news was announced shortly after the resignation of Milton R. Eisenhower, the Republican from Pennsylvania and a member of the Academic Council.

Wharton outlined how the three-man evaluation commission will be composed but did not specify any target date for the committee to make a recommendation in his time.

Three members of the committee will be elected by the Academic Council, with the two student members selected from a list of students and four to be appointed by the Academic Council.

The report of the special commission on student youth violence will be presented to the Academic Council, which will elect the student members, and to the three-man evaluation committee.

Wharton said that the committee's recommendation in the special commission is the best advice to the Senate, which should use it.

Furthermore, Wharton said that he would not make a decision in the Senate and leave it up to the people of the appropriate time.

WIN A PAIR OF K2 SKIS, MARKER BINDINGS, GARMONT BOOT & SASKA POLES

NO PAYMENT NECESSARY!!!

AND ENJOY A VARIETY PIZZA TOO!

Take OFF on a Muff 137

$1.00 OFF any $25 or more

VARIETY PIZZA

Make your own - choose from January & February Pizza Specials

VARIETY SKI GIVE-AWAY

NAME

ADDRESS

GARMONT

GARMONT

GARMONT

GARMONT

...YES VIRGINIA


ROOM 36 A UNION BLDG. M-F 9-12 and 1-5.

Christmas Flea Market

Actually, there will be no flea at the Flea Market. What you will find are handmade cards, candles, baskets, sculpture, and other original handworks by students and faculty.

Greetings from England. Have a great place to do your Christmas shopping, no mistaking.

For more information stop by the Union Board on the second floor of the Union Building between 10:30 a.m. and 1:10 p.m.
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New Orleans, La. (AP) - A new study makes it clear that diabetics—both good and bad—may die significantly longer than nondiabetics of comparable age.

This was reported Monday by a team of physicians from Georgetown University Medical School. They also believe that diabetics, including those with uncontrolled diets, may still significantly longer than nondiabetics of comparable age.

As estimated 1.5 million Americans are known to have a second heart attack, the study finds that patients with diabetes are at a significantly higher risk for developing heart disease. The government-supported report from a group called the University of Michigan Group Diabetes Program (UMD) reported earlier last year that the real risk for people with diabetes has never been this high.

The study was done for the American Diabetes Association by a team of economists from Georgetown University Medical School. They believe that diabetics, including those with uncontrolled diets, may still significantly longer than nondiabetics of comparable age.

Rep. hits 'decisiveness, confusion'

WASHINGTON (AP) - A congressional committee report not to work behind two committee reports on legislation that will not be published until May. The committee's findings are expected to be published in a report later this month.

The committee's findings are expected to be published in a report later this month.

Galbraith to speak at commencement

John Kenneth Galbraith, economist, author and diplomat, will deliver the commencement address at Saturday afternoon's ceremonies for 1,850 graduates. Galbraith's degree will be awarded to 1,854 graduates during the main exercises at 3 p.m. in the Auditorium. Advanced degrees will be awarded at 10 a.m. (AP)
Lack of jobs spurs fake school racket

The high rate of unemployment that has resulted a racket of phony college correspondence schools. The outside agencies to present their students to the government Civil Service exam for a very ranging from $300 to $500.

D. E. McGinn, civil service examiner in Lansing and recently that most of the cases on the subject are on the base of the fact that the government sends out to persons interested in taking the exam. It also said that people who take the phony course usually don't know that the exam is much than those who study only the government papers. The singer emphasized that there are no civil service agencies connected with the U.S. Civil Service Commission or any other agency of the government, including the Post Office.

Police list cautions against holiday thefts

by RAY ANDERSON

State News Staff Writer

Whitewater staff, in terms of money, is now in the process of investigating charges of two students against the University's Maintenance Clearinghouse. The charges include alleged thefts of $1.50 from a student's room, $2.00 from the student union, and $3.00 from a vehicle parked in the student parking lot.

The charges were filed against two students, one of whom is a junior in the College of Business and the other a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences. The students were arrested and released on $500 bail each.

The University's Maintenance Clearinghouse is responsible for the maintenance of all the University's buildings and equipment. It is funded by the University's General Fund and is administered by the University's Facilities Management Office.

The charges were filed after a thorough investigation of the allegations by the University's Maintenance Clearinghouse. The charges were made after the University's Maintenance Clearinghouse was unable to locate the missing money.

The charges are being investigated by the University's Maintenance Clearinghouse and the police department.

The University's Maintenance Clearinghouse is committed to maintaining a safe and secure campus for all students, faculty, and staff. The University's Maintenance Clearinghouse is always looking for ways to improve its services and is committed to providing the best possible service to the University community.

No, this is not a movie. By the way, does the University's Maintenance Clearinghouse have a similar problem?
LUDICROUS AT BEST

‘Friends:’ 101 soggy minutes

BILLY JACK

“BILLY JACK,” a film about two young lovers, is currently showing at the State Theater. The making of the movie has been described as a struggle between two different visions of the story. One is the director’s, the other is the producer’s. The result is a film that is both ambitious and brilliant, but also rather confusing.

The story concerns a young couple who are involved in a series of events that lead to their eventual separation. The characters are well drawn, and the performances are strong, but the film as a whole is not as cohesive as it could be.

The music is by the late Bob Dylan, and is one of the film’s most prominent features. The songs are used to great effect, helping to create a sense of atmosphere and tension.

Overall, ‘BILLY JACK’ is a film that is worth seeing for its music alone. It is not without its flaws, but it is certainly a film that is worth the time it takes to watch it.
SPOTS

MSU cagers open season at Missouri

BY MIKE ABERLICH
State News Sports Writer

It's no surprise that the MSU basketball team will be involved in Missouri's big game at Stover Fieldhouse.

Chesler L. Stover was the Sporting Athletic Director back in the early 2000s when the Missouri program was in its heyday. In 1922, Stover left and ended up at the University of Kansas, where he became AD for the Tigers.

Stover Fieldhouse has been torn down, though, and with a brand new arena now gracing the Missouri campus, Stover Fieldhouse will no longer be associated with Missouri basketball.

The Tiger season opener was held in Stover, though, and with a brand new arena now gracing the Missouri campus, Stover Fieldhouse will no longer be associated with Missouri basketball.
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DON'T WASTE MONEY

Textbooks held over the winter break may lose their value. SELL NOW for TOP CASH at

Campus Book Store

507 E. Grand River

Free store - side parking

Volleyball title on line

The women's intramural volleyball championship game will be held tonight in the lower gym of the Women's Gym. The two competition teams are: Michigan State, in Division III, and Michigan, in Division II. The Michigan State team is represented by the residence hall and the Michigan team is represented by the court.

Men's IM

All intramural champions and runners-up are invited to participate in tonight's championship games. For more information call 877-BREWERS.

Gary Ganakas

Fans deny Ganakas chance to prove skill

Gary Ganakas is a big man. I don't see what the program does with his size. It's a big man. He's gotta be to play basketball at a high level. If you're gonna bring a big man into the game, you gotta get the most out of him. There are a lot of kids who are overweight. Gary is overweight. He's gotta prove his roomed at Michigan State is a very, very physical addition, and he's gotta be able to play basketball.

To start out, Gary is a member of the 5'10, 150-pound team. Compared with the rest of the league, there is a fact that he is playing basketball in the toughest conference in the nation. But that's not to say that the conferences are excusable. Gary's being HUH Deal this season can't be too far off.

The same thing can be said of the two other conferences. The University of Illinois is one of the two that is being watched, and the Big EightConference is that. Gary is saying that he wants to be back. I don't want any talent. They just want to see a little guy moving around on the court, with big legs GANAKAS stamped all over him under the numbers of a losing basketball team.

VIRGINIA

YOU CAN

STILL GET

A FREE

YEARBOOK

PORTRAIT

FOR THE

'72 WOLVERINE

THERE IS

A DEADLINE.

HOWEVER-TUESDAY DECEMBER 7TH

CALL 353-5282

IN UP! FOOTBALL POLL

Nebraska solidifies lead

NEW YORK (UPI) - Nebraska, which oules New Orleans. 33-21 in the all-time Big Eight Conference series, has been selected by the United Press International Board of coaches since January 31. The Huskers received 11 first place votes and 85 points in last week's poll.

Colorado, which beat Nebraska 30-0 in the 1972 Orange Bowl, is in second place with 16 first place votes and 82 points. The Buffalos swept the Big Eight for the first time since 1969.

The Big Ten Conference poll, which New Orleans led for most of last week, showed that the Black Sheep is still in the game with 8 first place votes and 69 points. The Big Ten Conference is a 10-school conference with Nebraska and Colorado in the West Division. Nebraska is in the East Division, which is also known as the Big Eight of Nebraska.
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**MAKE IT A COZY CHRISTMAS!**

**LADIES QUILTED ROBES**

Solid nylon quilted. Multi-colored Schiffli embroidered outer panel. Side zipper opening. Kodel® Polyester 120 F. $7.77
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**CHUCKA BOOTS**


$6.97 to $7.97 pr.

**BY COUPON**

Our Own Reg. $9.97 to $9.97 pr.

**SHOE DEPT.**

**DRIY SKIN SPECIAL**

**ALPHA KERI BATH OIL**
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**VERIBEST PORK**

U.S. No. 1 Michigan Flavorbest
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**JUMBO ROLL**

**TERRI TOWELS**

39¢

**COOKIES**
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Students warned of business deceptions

Because of the right national economic situation, "money-making schemes" are spreading across China, according to Andrew Eiler, manager of the Michigan Department of Consumer Affairs, noting that many of these are known as "penny sales" or "bonanzas distribution" operations.

The basic component of a "money-making scheme" is the parent company to profit from, effect, in essence, blank checks in which a sales force of "bonanzas" is invited to pay an "investment fee" for the privilege of selling goods or services.

But retail products seen in the general area of secondary importance while emblems placed in distribution plans are released by "bonanzas" investors, according to the Michigan Consumer Affairs Department.

The Michigan Department of Consumer Affairs warning suggests that those involved in the business are "inexistent" or "bogus." But Eiler points out the investment expands the number of distribution personnel. By the sixth month, the retail plan is set up to take in at least 15,000 people and ten times the number of distributors.

Endorsed by the money-making schemes, Eiler said consumers, particularly college students, are often given deceptive or high pressure sales tactics for such products as "tax savings accounts" and "church magazines.

The dealers of the Michigan Department of Consumer Affairs have been guilty of outright misrepresentations in telling the customer what he is gaining, the real problem in that case, Eiler said, is the young people, really old investors, who are buying into organizations that sound like they would look for at least 15 months on the basis of many of them around magazine magazines.

PROF SPEAKS TO CLUB

Lakes’ development outlined

Large scale commercial fishing operations and the erosion of Michigan’s lakes and streams threaten the State’s environment, the director of the Michigan Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks said today.

The director of the Michigan Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Andrew Eiler, also a professor in the University of Michigan, gave the address to the University of Michigan's National Speakers Bureau and Tuesday.

The director of the Michigan Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Andrew Eiler, also a professor in the University of Michigan, gave the address to the University of Michigan's National Speakers Bureau and Tuesday.

The Peasant

Canadian ham, Green salad, Swiss cheese, fresh tomatov, and mayonnaise in a 12 inch French bun.

OLD WORLD BREAD, MICHIGAN

THE OLDE WORLD
811 M.C.C.
East Lansing, Michigan

NEED ENERGY FOR YOUR EXAMS?

Meats & Cheeses

Subs

FOOD STORES

ELEVEN

THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
311 Albert - East Lansing
1428 E. Lansing Rd. - Lansing
820 W. Miller Rd. - Lansing

NOTE: Beginning Dec. 1 the East Lansing store will be open 24 hours a day.

Fasting, donations urged for Pakistan

The Pakistan National Committee is urging those interested in contributing to the Pakistan Relief Program to donate money at the boxes set up in the Union, Omega Gamma Phi and the International Committee.

The committee is asking people for the money to be used in the next few months for such causes as education, medical supplies and research.

You can’t get your “A” now get the PLUS

YOU WANT YOUR “A” NOW GET THE PLUS

Turn your books into cash at

CAMPUS BOOK STORE

Pinetop L. Grand River
Across from Kerby
Free store - parking

Learn Computer Programming in Evening School

*Learn to program COBOL and EASY-CODER
*Work with a computer loaded “right off the shelf”
*Accredited by ABET...Approved for Veteran
*Free Job Placement Assistance
*Begin January 3

YOU DON'T WANT YOUR "A" & ASK FOR "A"S

Now you can have the plus, which means you can have your "A" and ask for "A"s, by turning those old books into cash. Turn your books into cash at Campus Book Store, Pinetop, Grand River. Turn those old books into cash today!
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AGAINT SOME MSU UNITS
Panel gets sex bias charges

By CHAD PETREK, State News Staff Writer

A list of complaints alleging that a number of MSU units are involved with sex discrimination on the campus was recently sent to the Committee Against Discrimination by Mary P. Sharp, department chairman of the Department of Psychology.

The complaint was made by Yvonne Slobin and Larry Gates of the Michigan Society for the Advancement of Women in Psychology, following a pattern of the AWP guidelines. The specific complaints, however, have yet to be investigated.

"If the committee can't read the complaints as valid, Ms. Sharp, "then we'll bring the complaints to the president's office and the equal opportunities coordinator," said Ms. Sharp, who was in her office in the Department of Psychology.

IFC expels 4 fraternities for lack of participation

Interfraternity Council (IFC) executives voted Monday to expel four fraternities for failure to participate in the last two years.

Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Phi Epsilon were cited as the fraternities that have not met the IFC requirements for participation.

"IFC is essentially a student-administered organization and if a fraternity is not participating, the fraternity is responsible," said IFC President Ronald Ferrier.

"The fraternity has a lot of responsibilities," he said. "They have to maintain a certain number of chapters, they have to maintain a certain number of members, they have to maintain a certain number of activities."

"If a fraternity doesn't fulfill all of these requirements, then they are not allowed to participate," Ferrier said. "There is no way around it."

The fraternity's executive board was then asked to investigate the fraternities and report back to the IFC executive board.

TUES-WED-FRI EVENINGS (6-9 pm)

We will inspect such items as tires, brakes, exhaust, lights and overall performance with you. We have reinforcements for you and our new 19722 display is up.

AN APPOINTMENT WILL BE NEEDED — NO PLEASE PHONE 485-6226

*6" to $150.00

Top Cash
For Your Books
Every Day

ACROSS FROM OLIN AT 421 E. GRAND RIVER

Shop Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
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